SINCE 2009

DESIGNER OF UNIQUE ACTIVITIES
STIMULATION – COHESION - RECREATION

ORIGINAL DISCOVERY
TEAM BUILDING / INCENTIVE
ENTERTAINEMENT

ADVENTURE

OBJECTIVES
Change your colleagues setting
Boost the potential of your teams

PRINCIPLE
Step into an enchanted forest with the trees instantly tickling your imagination. Don’t
worry, you're not alone. Halfway between a treasure hunt and an investigation, this unifying
and intuitive activity is ideal to take your employees away from their usual missions.
The 4 amulets representing the 4 elements have been scattered and it is up to you to gather
them all! Timed or multiple choice questions: once an amulet has been recovered by your
team, a new point will have to be found in the playing field in order to continue this game,
which is characterized by a cheerful atmosphere!
Each team will be given a digital tablet to look
forest, the park or the location of your event. It
many points as possible by challenging each other on
bonus themes and their share of unusual questions
water, air, earth or fire.

for amulets hidden in the surrounding
will be up to each team to collect as
the theme of the 4 elements but also on
on one of the four natural elements:

Whether you are an adventurous soul or simply in search of a return to your roots, this
activity promises to be mysterious, suspenseful and friendly!

DIFFICULTY LEVEL
Relaxing to athletic

Treasure Hunt

MINDSET

URBAN ADVENTURE

OBJECTIVES
Encourage exchange and communication
Live a collective and unifying experience

PRINCIPLE
The agent and adventurer Savannah Johns is missing and needs your help. As an
archaeological expert, she carries out secret missions all over the world. Her duty?
To help solve many mysteries and protect numerous treasures. Renowned in her field
for solving the greatest mysteries of our era, her latest research has led her to
the highly prized discovery of a digital tablet with new features: this equipment
would allow any individual to travel instantly miles from their starting-point.
Take the primitive replica of the tablet that Savannah managed to get to you before
disappearing and track its encrypted signal. Indeed, the latter has deliberately
left coded clues for your solve but also traps to cover her tracks and protect this
precious prize sought by the worst criminals of the century.
Use the powers of the entrusted prototype to retrace around the world the 24 hours
before the young woman escaped in the hope of finding her before she is endangered.

DIFFICULTY LEVEL
Accessible to all

Last Call

MINDSET

FUN

OBJECTIVES
Learn to communicate in a fun atmosphere
Get involved and meet in a different way
PRINCIPLE
Sent in the city in teams, participants will be asked to obtain as many points as
possible. How? By carrying out all kinds of crazy missions. Don't worry, you won't
be alone: the mascot Freddy will do everything in his power to encourage you and
make you overcome any barriers.
Solving multiple-choice questionnaires, taking pictures in funny poses or video
clips, demonstrating your lyrical skills by singing a song: this is your
program
for this activity, which is all about fun!
Why would you do your best? There is a saying that the most important thing is to
participate. Freddy thinks that winning is more important than participating. Then
do your best! And for a good reason: the missions will be scored and all teams will
then be able to see the score of these missions. It is after this " evaluation
phase " that you will know the grand winners. So... Make Freddy proud because at
the end of the game, all the achievements will be transmitted to you in order to
keep an unforgettable memory of this activity.
DIFFICULTY LEVEL
Accessible to all

Operation Freddy

MINDSET

EXCLUSIF

OBJECTIVES
Uncover Strasbourg's secrets in an immersive way
Share a friendly moment between collaborators

PRINCIPLE
Let yourself be embarked on an exciting, rhythmic and resolutely original adventure as you
set off in an immersive discovery of Argentoratum, the city of roads. But how?
By following a route that will take you from place to place to discover its hidden
treasures.
From the “Place de la Cathédrale” to “Place Kléber”, the Benjamin Zix square in “La Petite
France”, your journey will invite you to take part in video and photo challenges or to
answer multiple-choice questions about the city and its landmarks.
Free to move around the game area depending on the missions and challenges to be carried
out, this immersion in the secrets of Strasbourg perfectly balances team building and
cultural and unusual discovery of the city. Sing a song on the Broglie Square or rewrite
history on Gutenberg Square, one thing is certain:
Strasbourg won't have any secrets for you at the end of this team treasure hunt!

DIFFICULTY LEVEL
Accessible to all

The Place To Be

MINDSET

ENIGMATIC

OBJECTIVES
Express ideas for a common goal
Mobilize individual and physical capacities
PRINCIPLE
Explore the city centre and collect clues that will help you find THE secret
location. Will your team be able to decrypt the encrypted information? To win the
game, you will need team spirit, strategy and a minimum of speed.
Throughout the game, you will see on your digital tablet a map of the city on which
clues will appear as geolocated markers. Once your team arrives at the indicated
place, you will discover a clue in the form of an image, a sound or a text
containing data on the place to guess. But be careful: some clues will disappear
after a few minutes and others will only be available to the first team that
arrives on the scene!
And to spice this adventure up (and put all the chances of winning it on your
side), you can trap the other teams with fake clues or steal those in their
possession to ensure your victory... Which team will be the first to identify and
reach THE mystery location?
DIFFICULTY LEVEL
Accessible to all

Codecrackers

MINDSET

ACTION

OBJECTIVES
Collaborate to achieve common objectives
Improve team synergy in an immersive way
PRINCIPLE
A dangerous criminal has just escaped from prison and is terrorizing the city.
The police teams are going after him. Their weapons: a digital tablet and satellites that
scan the city. The gangster's goal: to collect €1,000,000. Experience a unique chase game,
like a real life video game using the city as your playing field.
Gangsters? A mysterious person gives you money for every crime you commit.
Your mission? To commit as many as possible in the 4 corners of the city. To do this, pick
up virtual objects hidden all over the city: knives, rope ladders, explosives, etc. But
beware: for each collected object or crime committed, the police will be informed. Police
officers? Go after these intrepid fugitives and capture them before they reach their goal.
To successfully complete your mission, your satellites will be able to locate them every 6
minutes but will also measure the distance between you and them.
But beware: the gangsters are clever, know how to intercept signals and receive the same
information on their screen... And that's not all: they have the means to defend themselves
to outrun the police... Will the police be able to neutralize the bandits before they reach
their goal and leave town?
DIFFICULTY LEVEL
Accessible to all

The Target

MINDSET

MAGIC
OBJECTIVES
Get employees out of their daily tasks
Stimulate imagination and reflection
PRINCIPLE
According to a legend, a chest containing a priceless treasure was sealed
centuries ago by a powerful spell. Many mages, sorcerers and witches from all over
the world have tried to remove the spell, without success... But you, as wizard
apprentices, have found the Mysterium grimoire...
Your quest will be to become perfect mages by mastering all aspects of magic in
order to find the fragments of this spell, open the chest and get your hands on
the treasure hidden inside.
Guided by your grimoire and other magical objects, progress from chapter to
chapter and become true experts in magic. From botany and divination to magical
creatures and the brewing of mysterious potions, your immersion in the sinister
world of magic will be full of surprises! Cracking codes, passing observation
challenges, tasting strange potions or overcoming your fears by using your touch
to answer a question: this is only part of what awaits you in this activity
combining reflection, imagination and cohesion. Be on your guard, facetious
spirits are on the loose...
DIFFICULTY LEVEL:
Accessible to all

Mysterium

MINDSET

DISTRACTION

OBJECTIVES
Explore the city in an immersive way
Challenge collaborators in a fun way

PRINCIPLE
Are you staying in the region for residential purposes or have you always lived there?
Discover or rediscover the city, its architectural treasures or its anecdotes in a fun,
interactive and dynamic way! But not only that: also discover the unexplored facets of
your collaborators!
With your team, follow the itinerary indicated on your tablet and earn as many points as
possible by answering unusual questions on various themes such as gastronomy, culture,
professions or your company's current events, but also by taking up challenges of all
kinds. The program: photos, videos, audio recordings or bonus missions allowing you to
obtain as many points as possible while discovering the history of the city's most
important districts.
Free to move around the playing area according to the missions and challenges to be
carried out, teams will have the opportunity throughout the game to see on their tablet
the position of the other players ! At the end of the activity, all the achievements will
be sent to you in order to keep an unforgettable memory of this activity.

DIFFICULTY LEVEL
Accessible to all

Team Me Up!

MINDSET

DISCOVERY

OBJECTIVES
Discover the region's touristic attractions in an original and unconventional way
Make an impact on people's minds and surprising them

PRINCIPLE
Typical villages nestled on the “Route des Vins” a ruined castle, a photo rally on
board, a small train, a culinary challenge, revisiting tradition, an Alsatian woman
in a traditional costume on the pavement to be found to be given clues about the
next destination... Discover the region's emblematic sites!
Your team, equipped with a road book and a roadmap, will have to follow a
progressive itinerary behind the wheel of a vintage car (2CV, tractions,...).
Unavoidable checkpoints will punctuate the road and it will be up to each team to
keep their eyes open but also to excel in the various missions, each more surprising
than the next.
Cultural and fun, this rally will introduce you to the main sites and traditions of
the Alsatian region in a unique way. So hit the road Jack, jetzt geht's los! And if
Jack has only half a day ahead of him we recommend Strasbourgexpress: The city of
roads. Note: it is also possible to do this activity with vintage buses.

DIFFICULTY LEVEL
Accessible to all

Alsacexpress

MINDSET

COMPETITION

OBJECTIVES
Unlock the potential of each player
Strengthen team spirit and develop positive energy within the group

PRINCIPLE
You are used to exchanging a few words of courtesy with your fellow accountant
colleague in front of the coffee machine. Discover him from a whole new perspective!
Admit it, you didn't think he could carry your team so hard with such enthusiasm.
Take on a succession of collective challenges that are completely out of step,
encouraging you to go beyond your limits with building competitions, physical
challenges or collective skills! Pressure of the stopwatch, face-to-face tournament,
or even the possibility of disadvantaging the opposing team : your team’s victory
will be put to the test.
The Heroes Championship promises you one thing: discovering unexplored facets of
your colleagues in situations of extreme competition, to highlight not only the
strength of the group but also your complementary natures during different
challenges.

DIFFICULTY LEVEL
Easy to athletic

Heroes Championship

MINDSET

INVESTIGATION

OBJECTIVES
Engage co-workers in an immersive storyline
Analyze information and extract key elements from it

PRINCIPLE
City center, 1923. The body of a man in his thirties was found lifeless in front of
an underground casino. The case was quickly closed with no further action:
Manslaughter over gambling debts.
His great-granddaughter, Judith, found her great-grandfather's diary in the attic
of the family home. A family with moral values, a job as a milk deliveryman for
about ten years, a person appreciated by his friends: his life seemed quite
different from that of a person under the influence of gambling.
She is convinced that this tragedy is not linked to a parallel nightlife. As
investigators, it's up to you to conduct the investigation nearly 100 years after
this crime by going through history in search of clues, witnesses from the past or
any other element that would allow Judith to bring this story to a close..

DIFFICULTY LEVEL
Accessible to all

Classified

MINDSET

SURVIVAL

OBJECTIVES
Prompt communication
Team bonding through a unique experience
PRINCIPLE
“Back to Basics”: these words will echo in you for a very long time. Entrenched in
a real camp, your squad will need to be creative, clever, or possess a good work
ethic. But not only that: flawless communication becomes essential in order to
survive. Each person’s nature will be revealed...
Two collective challenges at the camp will be disrupted by various tests that are
definitely important for team cohesion. These challenges will focus on everyone's
ability to encourage their teammates and put their individual abilities at the
disposal of the team during physical and cerebral challenges. But be careful: the
opposing team will also have the opportunity to penalize you and your victory may
be put to the test.
The challenge of “survival” will be an opportunity to bring together both sides.
They will need to show coordination and team skill in order to lead their team to
victory before the given deadline. Obstacles, hands tied, or people taken as
prisoners, we will not take it easy on the participants!
DIFFICULTY LEVEL
Semi-athletic to physically demanding

Extreme Camp

MINDSET

PERFORMANCE

OBJECTIVES
Highlight teamwork
Strengthen team spirit
PRINCIPLE
Cutting vegetables with your fellow colleague or your supervisor: this scene is
“ordinary” only in the restaurant industry. Perhaps not! With this activity
combining challenges, friendliness and organization, discover unsuspected character
traits of your colleagues.
Each team will have to agree on the choice of recipes. Like televised culinary
shows, you will be asked to “really dig in”, to create from scratch a variety of
delicious and savoury dishes to work up an appetite. This comical situation allows
to trigger conversations other than the usual discussion on the evolution of sales.
A basket of surprise ingredients, under pressure challenges, and obstacles will
disrupt the predetermined distribution of tasks of your team, who will imperatively
have to complete their gourmet creations before the time’s up.

LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY
Relaxed to intense

Cook Challenge

MINDSET

IMMERSION
OBJECTIVES
Bring a seminar venue to life
Perform as many successive missions as possible in a team
PRINCIPLE
Transform a hotel, a park or your company into the territory of the Insiders!
Inside or outside, the portraits of these artificial intelligence characters will
be hidden. It will be up to each teams to find the portraits and then to scan them
or detect their code in order to unlock a succession of varied challenges or
unusual questions on the preferred field of interest of the member of the
Insiders !
Halfway between a treasure hunt and Olympiads, this interactive and intuitive team
building activity is ideal to bring your seminar venue to life or to (re)discover
your working environment. Photos ,videos, a series of timed or multiple questions:
once the mini scenario of the portrait is completed by your team, a new portrait
will have to be found in your playing field in order to continue this game under
the sign of good mood.
The program includes: quizzes on painting, TV shows, sports, music, cinema,
cooking, etc... or even a trompe l'oeil photo, reproduction of a mythical scene
displayed on the tablet and even the design of the trailer for the next American
blockbuster: your imagination will no longer be limited and will make this game a
memorable friandly moment around various themes. Will you be able to join the very
closed circle of the Insiders?
DIFFICULTY LEVEL
Accessible to all

Insiders

MINDSET

CREATIVITY

OBJECTIVES
Exchange in a relaxed setting just perfect for interactivity
Express the identities and complementary features of your colleagues

PRINCIPLE
Who hasn’t felt the apprehension of the blank page? Don’t panic! Given your
workplan, you will be split into teams formed in such a way where not only
skills are mixed, but also similarities in order to extract the best.
Led by a team leader, the participants will have to negotiate their
formatting choices, colours, or techniques in order to better address the
discussed theme (for suggested frequent themes and strategies: contact us).
Organization will be crucial since it’ll be a matter of wisely allocating
the tasks in order to complete the team’s own masterpiece before the
deadline. Each team’s visual identity will become part of a collective
presentation.
Experienced artist or adept at doodling get-togethers, this workshop allows
each player to informally communicate on the human and/or operational
dimension implied by the work.
LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY
Accessible to all

Creative Workshop

MINDSET

CREATIVITY

OBJECTIVES
Exchange in a relaxed environment that encourages interactivity
Express the identity and complementarity of your co-workers

PRINCIPLE
For you, museum or historical site rhymes with a ten-year outing or worse, with a dusty
visit? "What art is first of all, and what it remains above all, is a game" (G. Bataille).
Discover or rediscover from an unusual angle the most beautiful masterpieces of our
heritage by transforming a unique place such as a museum into a real playground!
Equipped with a digital tablet, each team will travel through the museum's rooms along an
itinerary highlighting famous or, on the contrary, more confidential works...
The tour, punctuated by questions or challenges, will be punctuated by captivating
anecdotes about the artists or the history of the works, offering participants an
immersive, fun and interactive visit.
Forget traditional and passive guided tours. On the agenda for this convivial and unifying
moment? Slip into the role of an art critic, an artist or a truer-than-life statue; alert
your senses and carry out observation challenges; collectively push the limits of your
imagination! And much more... trompe l'oeil photos, videos of experts or a series of timed
questions: this activity will enhance your knowledge and creativity in the fields of art
but also geography or history, in an original and relaxed cultural setting, far from the
usual track.
LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY
Accessible to all

Take P’art

MINDSET

SERIOUS GAME

OBJECTIVE
A federative adventure to share

PRINCIPLE
After an exciting video introduction, teams are transported deep inside an
abandoned industrial complex stuffed to the brim with both dangers and
opportunities. The scenario provided is thought-provoking and fun with a focus on
the teamwork that will be needed to escape.
Radiation levels are rising while air quality steadily deteriorates. There are
many rooms linked by many doors. Which route will your team take? The tablet
provides feedback and updates you about your new surroundings. You can also see
how other teams around them are faring (or failing!).
The Maze rewards
pressure to make
(or worse!)? And
This activity is

a calm approach – not easy to achieve as the clock runs down. The
quick decisions can be unbearable! Which teams will face lockdown
which teams will win and find the exit in their quest to ESCAPE?
a great icebreaker during conferences or team building events.

LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY
Accessible to all

The Maze!

MINDSET

CREATIVITY
OBJECTIVES
Develop team ingenuity
Put a team project management into concrete situations
PRINCIPLE
Pit stop, chequered flag and teams ready to fight: a race will soon start on the
immaculate track! But the background noise is missing the roaring engines of the
stars of the day on the starting grid: the race cars, YOUR race car.
Teams must face the facts: vehicles will not appear on the asphalt on their own. It
will be up to our one-day teams to build THE cardboard car that will lead them to
victory... Design, conception, construction, driver: the roles of each will be
assigned within the teams.
Collectively and with the help of the various equipment made available, it will be a
up to each top team to build the most ingenious and efficient machine to win the
crazy race. But beware, other scoring criteria will have to be taken into account:
the design of the project or the quality of the technical presentation of the
machine in front of the other teams and the experienced jury. Which team will be
able to take pole position in the hope of reaching the first step of the podium?

LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY
Accessible to all

Kart’team

MINDSET

IMPROVISATION

OBJECTIVES
Develops team ingenuity
Improve project management

PRINCIPLE
Create an entire piece of history about unknown, unusual, or forgotten items ...
The mission of each agency for a day will be to design different scenarios around
an unlikely object randomly selected. Each campaigns for the object is organized
using theatrical improvisation, and will occur in different steps: from its
marketing strategy to its role-playing.
How? Over the presentations (from the most conventional to the most outlandish),
the object will change its name, its utility, staging, and will also change
identity. It will be the competing agencies responsibility to discover the items
true identity, which will have been highlighted during the various promotional
skits.
Will your team's acting skills lead your competitors on false tracks? Will you be
able to sort fact from fiction? This activity, paced by the interventions of each
team, promises to everybody original and unifying moments mixing humour and
creativity!
LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY
Accessible to all

Brain building

MINDSET

SUSPENSE
OBJECTIVES
Experience a collective and unifying experience
Mobilize collective resources to achieve a common goal

PRINCIPLE
A heavy door closes behind you, a metallic lock sound that seals your imprisonment: your
blood rushes through your veins and you wonder what awaits you... At that moment, your eyes
are riddled with an agonizing countdown that hangs over you. You're coming to your senses.
Here you are enclosed in a mysterious room, filled with enigmatic antique objects and
furniture of all kind. But you are not alone. It is with the members of your team that you
will have to use your skills to escape from this place full of riddles and clues.
Throughout this escape game, you will have time to analyse the objects
memorize signs and filter data, then combine this information to decrypt the
the riddles or reveal the messages hidden in the puzzles. This succession of
you in a captivating story, allowing your team to move forward step by
immersive game.

in the room,
codes, decrypt
clues immerses
step in this

Reflection, interpretation and logic will undeniably be the essential qualities that will
allow you to overcome this machination. But be careful: without good stress management and
flawless team spirit, you won't be able to get out on time. Don't worry: if your reasoning
is at a standstill, you can ask the game masters for help. However, their interventions are
limited in the game and will make you lose crucial time and decisive points. So it will be
a matter of thinking carefully before using this double-edged joker... Will your team be
able to get out of the room in less than 60 minutes to ensure victory? Stop thinking about
it. Every minute counts. The key to your team's success is you.

LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY
Accessible to all - different difficulty level

Gamexit - live escape game

MINDSET

INGENOUSITY

OBJECTIVES
Bring employees together around a common project
Live a collective and enriching experience

PRINCIPLE
Ball, corner flags and international teams in the dressing rooms : the kick-off whistle is
about to be blown! At your feet, no stadium but a mysterious cardboard box.
Your mission? To spread out the roles to build and customize THE cardboard table football
table that will lead your team to victory. Collectively and with the help of the equipment
provided, each team will have to ingeniously build a table football table capable of
hosting a wild tournament!
Installation plan, tape, markers or stickers will sublimate your mini stadium and its
players ready to score. But beware: beyond its aesthetics, other scoring criteria will have
to be taken into account such as the quality of the technical presentation made in front of
the competing teams or the number of matches won during the

LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY
Accessible to all

champions tournament!

Green Card (board)

MINDSET

ADRENALINE

OBJECTIVES
Become familiar with new technologies
Identify a goal within a set time frame
PRINCIPLE
Your mission if you accept it: to solve a series of puzzles that will open Bill Jobs'
briefcase and uncover the secret of his disappearance. Communication and a logical mind
will be essential to open the 4 padlocks necessary to solve this mystery. Your
adventure will make you look for information on social networks: Facebook, Twitter or
Instagram. But not only that: your investigations should also focus on the most
commonly used websites such as Wikipedia, Youtube and Google Maps. The program also
includes connected objects and image recognition.
Throughout this digital escape game, each team will be on their own and will have time
to decipher clues, search for names and filter data and then combine this information
to decipher the codes of the successive padlocks of the mysterious case in your
possession. The objective? Collectively solve all the riddles that will lead to the
opening of the last case. At the end of the stopwatch, the teams are gathered for a
final debriefing.
This succession of clues immerses you in a captivating story, allowing your team to
move forward step by step in this immersive investigation. Reflection, interpretation
and stress management will undeniably be the essential qualities that will allow you to
overcome this machination. Stay connected....

LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY
Accessible to all

Escape Gaming

MINDSET

NOSTALGIA

OBJECTIVES
Create a bond between participants
Share a unique adventure

PRINCIPLE
Hello muddha, hello boss,here I am at Camp Granada, BOSS ?!
Doesn't anything shock you about the song? Yes? That's normal. Yet admit it, like everyone
else as you read those first words, you began to sing it with enthusiasm. It's probably
because you miss this good-natured atmosphere deep inside you that is now far from the
"metro, work, sleep" of your current life.
Relive with your colleagues this unique adventure that has forever left its mark in the
minds of all of us. The program: bus trip, outdoor team activities, roasted marshmallows,
improvised shows, mandatory curfew in dormitories or tents and many other flashbacks to
relive during this new kind of "class trip".
Disconnected from the world ( indeed, at the time, the teddy bear was not 4G) and in a
rudimentary comfort, this stay is based on the principle of the famous summer camp and
aims to rediscover the life in community for participants, refocus communication on the
human and highlight the strength of the team. In other words, three essential elements in
today's working life. The best part of this true camaraderie? For once, you will be able
to honour your promise to keep in touch with your roommates, as you will meet them again
on Monday around the coffee machine!
LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY
Accessible to all

A Happy Seminar

MINDSET

CINEMA

OBJECTIVES
Express the identity and the complementarity of you co-workers
Stimulate the imagination and the synthetic mind

PRINCIPLE
Quiet… Take one ... Action ! You are not attending the shooting of a Hollywood blockbuster
but are the actors of the very first stages of cinema. The first few hours of cinema means
silent cinema... Bring out the Charlie Chaplin inside you and win the Oscar for best
acting team!
As a scriptwriter for your original short film: randomness, as it will determine a theme,
a place or a time where the action will take place. Once you have your detailed framework
in hand, you will need to develop your synopsis as a team, keeping in mind that it should
be based exclusively on your body language and respect the criteria you have chosen. A
collective agreement will be required to imagine the mimed sketches, which can be
embellished with various and varied objects made available. After this phase: the shooting
of your cinematographic work begins.
At the end of the production stage, two scenarios can take place : In the first, the
groups go to the editing stand and enrich their work by inserting various tools. The
second scenario will allow the group to do the job on another team's short film! The
initial idea will be far from the final result, believe us! The goal? Adapting to a
completely different story whose original synopsis they do not know... The question
everyone asks themselves: what will the other team's interpretation be?
LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY
Accessible to all

Hollymood

MINDSET

INVESTIGATION

OBJECTIVES
Help participants to work together
Create a situation where they can learn to listen to each other
PRINCIPLE
In a dark corner of a room located in the basement of an old
outline of a body catches your eyes. Your blood immediately
surrounds the perimeter of the crime. The scene is narrated
authoritative voice: a murder took place. The murderer is among
you - yes you, to investigate the motives of your colleagues...

abandoned hotel, the
chills. Yellow tape
by a reassuring but
you and it is up to

Investigator, witness, forensics expert, relatives of the victim: roles are assigned
randomly. Each participant plays a character involved or not involved
with the case. The goal of each player is to remain faithful to their character
following the guidelines of its presentation card. It describes in particular their
character, their past, their relationships with the other protagonists, and their
available evidence to carry out the investigation and try to solve it.
Unifying and interactive, this activity pushes the participants to collaborate. It
should be noted that a single player doesn't have all the necessary elements to solve
the case. Therefore, each individual must find and share clues, collect information by
conducting interrogations, or even by spying on the other characters to find the
culprit(s)! A tendency to keep all the clues to yourself or a tendency to share
everything? Do not forget, everyone is suspect...

LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY
Accessible to all

Intrigue Party

MINDSET

REFLECTION

OBJECTIVES
Approach reflection and decision-making
Communicate informally on the human and/or operational dimension of their work

PRINCIPLE
Onomatopoeia, ellipse or appendix soon will have no secrets for you. As a team, try to
match the talented Hergé by creating a comic strip from scratch in which you will be the
heroes! To begin, the participants will "work" on the creation of a storyboard. To
refocus (or stimulate) the overflowing imagination, a theme will be imposed.
At the end of this reflection phase, the participants will take over the photo stand.
Creativity and collaboration will be required to present their ideas through several
photographs. To help them relax in front of the lens, eccentric objects will have to be
integrated into the shots. Everything will be allowed but they will have to organize
themselves to be understood by the photographer. Once the pictures have been taken and
carefully selected, each team will be invited to visit the editing stand for the edition
of the board.
Equipped with their storyboard and photos to be included in the final edit, each group
will have to explain to the technician how to format the board, by adding text bubbles,
situations, temporary frames or clipart's relating to the codes of the comic strip.
Facing the screen, they will have to organize themselves to speak with a single voice by
formulating orders clearly to the editor because the execution time is limited. The more
precise the instructions, the more successful the editing will be...
LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY
Accessible to all

Narr’action

MINDSET

MINDSET

OBJECTIVES
Promote team cohesion and good mood
Overcome barriers as a team in a relaxed environment that encourages interactivity
PRINCIPLE
Background with dynamic stars, laser, smoke machine, speakers, cameras, video control
room: you are not attending an international tour but will really be part of it! Your
fans will only have to behave... From a catalogue containing well-known titles, each
"team band" - or more humbly each musical group - will be invited to select a song
and reinvent their own lyrics.
Changing known choruses or even verses invented from the company's core values: each
team will have the free choice of creation. But this will not be limited to writing
lyrics. Participants will have come , group after group, on a stage equipped with a
starry background, microphones, sound feedback and lighting. The instrumental of the
chosen piece will sound and all the projectors will be pointed at them. They will
have the difficult task of singing the song previously created.
And since the first steps on stage will be a moment of glory for everyone, an audio
and video recording can be made to capture this moment. The most daring performers
will not hesitate to create a choreography to accompany but especially to give a
dimension and depth to their song. Singers, vocalists, choir members, dancers or
directors: everyone is free to participate in their own way without necessarily
having to take the microphone. What are you prepared to do?
LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY
Accessible to all

Instru’ mental

IMAGINATION

REFLECTION

OBJECTIVES
Spice up a team meal in a recreational atmosphere
Progress collectively throughout a themed adventure

PRINCIPLE
What is simpler than booking a restaurant for a team meal? Add a little bit of challenge and
a pinch of stimulation to this convivial moment to write together the recipe of your
evening! Your mission: to get your dinner. As a team, solve a succession of puzzles to see
you serve your starter, but also your main course and dessert!
From tasting an unusual dish, estimating the weight of a vegetable, smelling spices to
solving visual puzzles, deciphering a code, opening a cryptex, solving utensils puzzles or
anwering timed questions about gastronomy: curiosity and a quirky mind will be essential to
succeed in getting the most out of your dinner.
Throughout this culinary escape game, each team will be guided by a digital tablet and will
be given a time limit to complete each stage. This succession of mini challenges will plunge
you into a recreational atmosphere, allowing your team to progress step by step in this
event, which is all about gastronomic adventure and conviviality!

LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY
Accessible to all

Unlockable : the gourmet escape game

MINDSET

DISTRACTION

OBJECTIVES
Stimulate interactivity
Promote understanding of each other
PRINCIPLE
If it was a motto? It would be the end justifies the means. A quality? Cheerful. You
think you know all about your colleagues? Think twice, some may surprise you! In one
evening, discover the areas of interest of your superior as well as the unsuspected
facets of your assistant in a relaxed atmosphere.
Based on the famous game, Guess Who? ©, each team will have to unanimously agree on
the various questions presented to the game master, in order to expose the impostor
with a minimum amount of questions to the opposing team, randomly chosen in advance.
To complicate matters, each team will be given a list of forbidden questions and
mandatory questions to stimulate the imagination and the analytical mind of the
participants! As each impostor is recognized, a pawn will progress on the game
board, but watch out! Some of the squares will be challenges to undergo...
LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY
Accessible to all

Impostor

MINDSET

CURIOSITY

OBJECTIVES
Exchange and challenge each other in a fun atmosphere
Learn about surprising anecdotes on various subjects
PRINCIPLE
Do you know the rainbow stone? It is the rare result of a fusion of stones of different
colours. Like the different personalities you represent, it is the combination of these
colours that gives it its quality!
Your mission? Obtain the most complex stone in a team. How? By "visiting" various
pictures corresponding to the different coloured stones that compose it. Each of these
pictures will allow you to collect as many points as possible on the different colour
themes of the proposed colour chart for the sole purpose of creating the most precious
stone and thus winning the game!
Discovering unusual information on colours, exchanging or questioning about the world
around us, enigma for colour blinded or news about your company or sector of activity,
colours bring people together and inspire them. This is an opportunity to challenge
other teams to discover cultures, traditions, ancestral knowledge or unusual elements
of everyday life. The diversity of content induced by colours is limitless and promises
a unifying and meaningful moment for participants!
By following the common thread, make the other teams green with envy, leave them in the
blue and avoid being left red faced by leaving the scoreboard white !

LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY
Accessible to all

Prismatic

MINDSET

INITIATION

OBJECTIVES
Whimsically galvanizing in an original way an aperitif or dinner
Surprise your guests by combining playing and tasting pleasure
PRINCIPLE
No need to buy an expensive round-trip ticket to Vegas to shudder at the frantic
pace! Enter the gates of a privatized space, specifically converted for the
occasion, and acquaint yourself to a gourmet casino.
Each guest will be given a packet including game tickets and tokens of different
values. Challenge your guests with tasting mysterious flavours and the discovery
of enigmatic aromas by freely accessing the various gaming tables (for a
description of the 6 tables: contact us) where the dealers of the tables await
you.
Festive and interactive, this event rewards the most successful (or luckiest ...)
players with a blind auction, closing the evening with a stimulating atmosphere.
LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY
Accessible to all

Gourmet Casino

MINDSET

TREATS

OBJECTVES
Discover the city's gastronomic and cultural heritage

PRINCIPLE
Discover the richness of the City of Roads in a privileged way by embarking on a
rally firmly placed under the sign of authenticity. Accompanied by a tour guide,
the first stop will be the legendary Strasbourg Cathedral, an impressive building
that recently celebrated its millennium.
After this unavoidable introduction to the history of Strasbourg, participants
will be free to visit it independently or to access its panoramic platform
accompanied by the tour guide to contemplate the city of roads from above.
At the end, guests will be invited to share, at the heart of the old town's
alleys, the seasonal gourmet "BEST OF ALSACE" tour: "Tarte flambée" and Alsatian
white wine workshop, kougelhopf tasting, foie gras, cheese, pretzel, chocolate
with local flavours, gingerbread, artisanal ice cream or even bredele and
Christmas beer: Alsace and its artisans are excellent in terms of gourmandise.
Your taste buds will long remember your stay in Alsace!
LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY
Accessible to all

Gourmet Rally

MINDSET

DEGUSTATION
OBJECTIVES
Learn about wine tasting
Host a dinner in an interactive way
PRINCIPLE
A young winemaker was found dead in his vineyard. Next to his body, two bottles of
wine: one white and one red. Quickly, these bottles turn out to be key pieces of
evidence in the investigation. Sent to the scene, Inspector Colombard interviewed
various suspects. And the latter needs you and your senses more than ever to assist
him in his investigation. How? By carrying out a playful and interactive sensorial
journey and by attending the interrogations of the main potential suspects....
Halfway between a police investigation and an introduction to wine
fun oenological activity is best enjoyed in a restaurant, around
teams compete by table around interactive challenges, quizzes or
guided by a tactile tablet and investigation documents that allow
work on the theme of wine.

tasting, this
a dinner. The
sensory tests
the senses to

Throughout the game, participants discover and analyse precisely the identity of
the two mysterious wine bottles under seal. Between visual, olfactory or gustatory
recognition, each step allows you to score points to progress in the investigation.
But one important objective must not be lost sight of: to identify the murderer
using the evidence collected. Can you be a good detective and lead your team to
victory?
LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY
Accessible to all

Wine Alsace Gaming

MINDSET

CONTACT OUR AGENCIES

Insolit’PRO Strasbourg
-----------17 rue de rosheim

67000 STRASBOURG
strasbourg@insolitpro.com

Insolit’PRO Luxembourg
-----------23 rue de syren
L-5870 ALZINGEN
luxembourg@insolitpro.com

ILS NOUS AIMENT

FOLLOW US !

